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Android go vs android pie

Android OS Conversion for Low-Cost Devices Android GoOS familyUnix-like (modified Linux kernel)Working stateCurrentInitial releaseDecember 5, 2017; 3 years ago (2017-12-05)[1]Latest releaseAndroid Go 11Market target Main phones, phones with 2GB OF RAM, ultra-low budget phonesOfficial
websitewww.android.com/versions/go-edition/ Android Go, officially Android Go Edition, is a stripped-down version of Android distribution designed for low- and ultra-budget smartphones first available for Android Oreo. It is intended for smartphones with up to 2 GB of RAM. This mode includes platform optimizations
designed to reduce mobile data usage (including enabled data saver mode by default), and a special Google Mobile Services plan designed to require fewer resources and bandwidth. Google Play Services was also modularized to reduce its memory footprint. [2] The Google Play Store highlights lighter apps suitable for
these devices. [3] [4] The operating system interface differs from the main line Android interface, and the Quick Setting panel gives more weight to the battery, mobile data limit and available storage; The latest apps menu, which uses a custom layout and is limited to four apps (to reduce RAM consumption), and an app
programming interface (API) that allows mobile operators to implement data tracking and add-ons in the Android settings menu. [2] Most Android Go devices use Google stock Android GUI, although there are several manufacturers that still use customized GUI. Versions of Samsung Galaxy J4 Core with Android Oreo
Go version, Samsung Experience interface Android Go is available for OEM Android 8.1 and later Android Pie. Code name Versionnumbers Original published reference. Oreo (Go edition) Older version, but still valid: December 8, 2017 [5] Pie (Go edition) Older version, but still valid: 9.8.15, 2018 [6] 10 (Go edition)
Older version, but still valid: 10.9.2018 , 2019 [7] 11 (Go edition) Current stable version: September 11, 2020 [8] Legend:Old versionOlder version, Still maintainedLatest preview versionFuture release See also Comparison of Android Go products android one, Android version originally designed for entry-level and budget
devices References ^ Morrill, Dan (September 23, 2008). Announcing android 1.0 SDK, release 1. Android developers blog. Google. Archived from the original on March 5, 2017. Retrieved March 11, 2017. ^ a b Android 8.0 Oreo, thoroughly checked. Ars Technica. Retrieved September 14, 2017. ^ Android Go removes
Android from very low budget phones. Ars Technica. Nast, what are you? Retrieved May 19, 2017. ^ Android Go could help make Android O a run-off success. Engadget. Retrieved May 19, 2017. ^ Introducing Android Oreo Oreo edition) with the release of Android 8.1. Google. 5 December 2017. Retrieved 25
September 2019. ^ Android 9 Pie (Go version): New features and more options this fall. Google. 15 August 2018. Retrieved 25 September 2019. ^ More improvements for Android on entry-level phones. Google. 25 September 2019. Retrieved 25 September 2019. ^ Android 11 (Go version): New features coming to more
devices. Google. 10 September 2020. Retrieved 10 September 2020. External links Official website Retrieved from there are probably more updates on Android than Indian spices in Sundar Pichai's house. From Android 1.5 Cupcake, which came out in 2009 to Android 8.1 Oreo, the platform is deeply rooted in our lives.
And just as people got used to the long-awaited update of Android Oreo 8.1, Google released Android 9 Pie; the latest Android update that is already running on a bunch of devices. But if Oero or Pie are considered dominant Android versions, where do Android One and Android Go fit? First of all, both are just variations
of the Stock Android experience (Pure Android) encountered on Pixel or other devices. A little backstory... Samsung TouchWizTraditionally, things have worked differently. Google is releasing its latest Android update source code in AOSP. OEMs such as Samsung, Huawei, HTC pick up the code Make a few
adjustments, wrap it in a nice package (Samsung Touch Wiz, HTC Sense, etc.) And enable the customized version worldwide But the change in android inventory presents users with some challenges: slow performance, update delayes, security flaws and the most annoying of all – Android Bloatware. Not to mention the
absurd interface (UI) in these modified Android versions. But now Google has come up with two parallel projects, namely Android One and Android Go Edition, so that people with lower-tier phones can have a pixel-like user experience. Let's take a look at the difference between Stock Android, Android One and Android
Go and see what suits you best:What is Stock Android? Source: TechookStock Android aka Pure Android is basically Google's Android operating system, which has not been changed and installed directly on the device as such. Stock is what you have seen on Nexus devices and many Moto devices. Since it is the
primary project of Android, it has been backed up from the latest updates and security patches. The only reason it is called Stock Android device is because it gets complete support from Google.Currently, Stock Android means you have a Google phone and it is either running on Android 8.1 Oreo or Android 9 Pie.
Although Android Pie is the latest update, its market share is ridiculously small. Therefore, Android 8.1 Oreo so far on the timer. Android Oreon (Stock Android) key features Google Daydream changes virtual reality (VR) friendly device. You can play VR games, YouTube videos, etc. Google daydream is only available on
a few high-end devices like pixel, Galaxy S9 and LG V30, etc. The feature makes it easy to switch between apps that keep the previous app on the screen. Apps shrink to a loose widget when the home button is pressed. The notification has halved from the stress of opening apps to see all new notifications. The drawing
of notifications puts a little click on the app icon. Password autofit is similar to Chrome AutoFit; only it works on all Android apps. Stock Android is used by Google-made devices such as the Pixel series and previous Nexus devices. By the way, almost all major companies, such as Samsung, Asus, Lenovo and Huawei,
use modified Oreo versions on their devices. What is Android One? Google launched Android One on NokiaAndroid One in 2014 to target entry-level devices that can provide a clean Android experience for users. However, technology experts and users liked the pilot project so much that Google expanded it into a large
project. Now, Android One works on over 100 visible devices. Another reason for Android One's success is Google's fast operating system and security updates. Before Android One, it took at least a year for the latest Android update to arrive on non-Google devices. However, this changed on Android One.For example,
Google released Android 9 Pie in August 2018, and many Android One devices have already received an update. Not to mention that few also got the chance to use the beta version as well. Key features of Android One:Fast Android OS updatesSecurity updates for three years. Optimized Google AssistantPure Stock
Android experienceGoogle Play ProtectE No bloatware (preinstalled app from manufacturers) Android One vs Stock AndroidA a significant difference between Stock Android (Oreo) and Android One is that it is not available on AOSP. Google personally hands Android One to brands in collaboration, limiting bloatware and
unnecessary skins. List of devices that support Android One:All Nokia Android Devices (Know more)Xiaomi Mi A1, Mi A2General Mobile (GM8, GM6, GM5, GM5+)Ymobile (S1, S2, X1)Moto X4, One PowerHTC U11 Life.Best Android One Phone - Nokia 8.1Nokia has been really active with indulging Android One. Almost
all Nokia sales devices have an Android operating system. What is Android Go? The Android GOAndroid Go version is progressing with android one vision. It is a lightweight platform specifically aimed at lower-level devices. The goal is to provide an Android experience for devices with poor specifications. Just like One,
Android Go is also based on Android 8.1 Oreo – Android Go Oreo Edition. However, Google has insured that it will soon bring an Android 9 Pie update through Go devices. Android Go vs Stock AndroidFirst and above all Stock Android comes on a premium device, while the Android Go Oreo version comes to devices
priced below $100. In addition, Google has no role in operating system updates or security updates. The Android manufacturer offers it for manufacturing, the responsibility comes to the OEM. List of devices that support Android Go:Alcatel 1XNok 1, Nokia 2.1,General Mobile GM 8 GoLAVA Z50ZTE Weather
GoMicromax BHARAT GOMOTO E5 PlayHuawei Y3 2018ASUS ZenFone Live L1Best Android Go Phone – Nokia 1 Salient Features Android Go (Oreo)The operating system is optimized for real action on devices with 512 MB or 1GB of RAM. The software takes low storage to Android Go devices to provide a smooth
experience. This feature limits background apps to consuming mobile data. Google has also developed a few stripped-down versions of Google apps. These are lightweight applications ranging from 5MB to 10MB. Youtube, Chrome, Gmail, Gboad, Play Store, Google Assistant, Files are a few of the apps tailored to
Android GO phones. The downside of using Android Go is that GO apps compromise features that justify low storage space. Which one's better? Stock vs One vs GoWell, it depends. If you are looking for an Android experience, but the budget is very low, Android GO is for you. However, please note that Android GO

receives security and software updates from an OEM, such as Samsung, rather than Google. So, you may see some updates that are late in the future. Let's say you want Pixel, but it buries deep into your pockets. Then, you should go to Android One smartphones. They give the same Android experience. Everything is
the same only responsibly by giving away untouched Google updates is in the hands of the OEM. And if you want to stay connected to Google all the time - go to Stock Android. Get up-to-date updates and help from Google itself. Was this Stock Android vs Android One vs Android Go comparison helpful? Share your
views and continue reading Fossbytes. Fossbytes, what are you?
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